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The Pandemic Pollution Ploy
The virus should be a call to strengthen environmental protections, not roll them back
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By

mid-March, early on in what deems like an eternal COVID-19 pandemic
lockdown, posts showing clear waters in the normally murky canals of

Venice, Italy started going viral on social media. The images showed swans, Esh and
dolphins frolicking in the waterways — normally used as transportation infrastructure
for humans while hailing that,“The Earth has already begun showing signs of amazing
things that are happening from the absence of human pollution.” One post that reached
200,000 comments on Facebook as it shared the many ways in which earth is healing
thanks to the coronavirus and quarantine measures, with mentions to the pollution
cuts in China and wildlife returning to their natural habitats.
While there is no conclusive evidence yet that the pandemic-induced slowdown in
human activity will have lasting beneEts. Even those pictures of marine life living it up
in Venice are somewhat misleading since the marine life navigated those waters before
the pandemic, we just couldn’t see it because commercial activity roiled the waters.
Nonetheless, during the last couple weeks of March, the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration (NASA) and the European Space Agency released satellite images

showing signiEcant drops in nitrogen oxide gas emissions in that month alone
compared to the same time last year.
DiYerent social media platforms burst with images and videos of life during the
pandemic, more often than not from their own homes as animals took advantage of the
empty streets and walked around in plain sight. All around the world, carbon emissions
are dropping in huge metropolitan areas; according to CNN, the air in Los Angeles is
the clearest it has been in years. In a time of crisis, when it is far too easy to panic and
lose sight of the silver linings in the distance, hearing about the Earth’s recovery in just
a blip of time is nothing short of a miracle.
A miracle under threat from the federal government.

Satellite images from NASA and the European Space Agency showing signiGcant reduction in harmful
greenhouse emissions in the atmosphere. Top image is NO2 (nitrogen dioxide) emissions over northern
Italy in January. By March (bottom) it had almost disappeared.
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A

dding, to the general cognitive dissonance in the air, as news of clearer and
reduced carbon emissions gained traction as a small silver lining, the

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), announced intentions to roll back multiple
Obama-administration pollution and auto-emission regulations. The reason for this,
according to EPA administrator Andrew Wheeler, is because the agency’s normal
regulations would place “unnecessary” strain on companies that do pollute as they try
to protect their workers from the virus.
Cynthia Giles, the former head of the EPA under the Obama administration, called the
rollback an abdication of the agency’s duty. “This EPA statement is essentially a
nationwide waiver of environmental rules for the indeEnite future,” she wrote in a
statement to The Hill, a news website based in D.C. covering politics. “It tells companies
across the country that they will not face enforcement even if they emit unlawful air
and water pollution in violation of environmental laws, so long as they claim that those
failures are in some way ‘caused’ by the virus pandemic.”
The EPA, founded by former Republican president (and Whittier College graduate)
Richard Nixon, has a long history of keeping states and corporations in check when it
comes to pollutions, whether dumping chemicals into waterways or emissions into the
air. These rollbacks not only undo years of progress in the environmental movement,

but also pose a threat to the health and safety of the entire country, especially if the
reduced regulation gets normalized during the pandemic.
Last month, the EPA Enalized the rollback of President Obama’s 2012 fuel e`ciency
standards for automobiles — one of the most aggressive policies ever adopted to
combat climate change and reduce carbon emissions. In discarding the policy entirely,
the Trump administration has eYectively undone the government’s biggest move
against climate change and tailpipe pollution and, according to the Union of Concerned
Scientists, increased the risks of respiratory failure and heart attacks. Not to mention it
will allow automobiles to emit nearly 1 billion more tons of carbon dioxide into the
atmosphere.

The projected levels of increased carbon emissions following the Trump administration’s rollback of
President Obama’s auto emission standards, according to Rhodium US Climate Service.

Additionally, as of this month the EPA rolled back the Mercury and Toxic Air Standards

(MATS), which limited the amount of mercury-based and other toxic emissions from
power plants, deeming the residual risk acceptable. Mercury is a neurotoxin frequently
found in contaminated water and soil. Its toxicity increases as it climbs up the food
chain. Inhaling mercury produces harmful — and at time, fatal — eYects on the
nervous, digestive, immune, and respiratory systems, which is why it is especially
dangerous to pregnant women and young children. Rescinding these standards means,
according to Harvard Environmental Energy and Law Program executive director Joe
GoYman, disregarding “…the Congressional Intent behind the Clean Air Act
Amendments of 1990.”
Indeed, the EPA’s mandate is to set standards that account for both the proven and the
possible environmental consequences of technological advancement, economic
growth, and the pursuit of science. Additionally, the Clean Air Act sets regulations for
nearly every sector of the economy — and in some cases, multiple regulations for one
sector emitting numerous types of pollutants.
But amid an EPA remade in Trump’s image and the new policies allowing companies to
pollute without fear of penalties during this pandemic, is the sense that the Clean Air
Act is a thing of the past now. The rollback of these regulations hit underprivileged
communities especially hard.
Shaina Oliver is a member of the Dinè tribe, a mother of four, and the Eeld organizer of
Moms Clean Air Force in Denver, Colorado. According to her, not only is the state
already failing to meet federal ozone standards, but it is also home to numerous
polluter industries with long histories of violations. “I come from a long and
unfortunate tradition of living near pollution industries,” she said in a statement to the
Colorado Independent. “I am an indigenous woman, born on the Navajo reservation,
where coal plants, oil and gas drilling, and uranium mines were familiar neighbors. 
Indigenous people have higher rates of asthma, diabetes, high-blood pressure, heart
disease, cancers, mental illness, adverse birth outcomes, and premature deaths than
the general population.”
Shaina goes on to explain the limited aYordable housing options open to indigenous

families outside of reservations. Often, she says, the only housing available is next to
reEneries, factories, or other industries spewing chemicals into the air. “On any given
day, I am deeply concerned about the quality of the air that my family is breathing.
Now, with the EPA’s sweeping pollution waiver, I am bracing for a wave of possible
dangerous exposures.”
She isn’t the only one. Her story echoes in every community living on the front lines of
industrial pollution, whether they are low-income, identify with an indigenous tribe, or
live in a neighborhood of color. These are the very same communities being
disproportionately impacted by the coronavirus, and studies from the American Public
Health Association show that the EPA’s waiver has only made it worse.

. . .

S

cientists have known for decades that air pollution harms the respiratory system
and damages the body’s immune response to infection and that water pollution is

an e`cient infectious disease carrier. More recently, they have found that air pollution
is the cause of heart and lung problems that make people more susceptible to the
coronavirus.
A new nationwide study conducted by Harvard University shows that communities
with higher levels of air pollution before the pandemic are linked to higher death rates
from COVID-19. The study found that just one microgram of PM2.5, the Ene particulate
matter that comes from fuel combustion, leads to an eight-percent increase in the
COVID-19 death rate. “Our results are consistent with previous Endings that air
pollution exposure increases severe outcomes during infectious disease outbreaks,” the
Harvard scientists explain in their report.
For example, during the 2003 SARS outbreak, a strain of coronavirus closely related to
COVID-19, studies indicated that cities in China with a moderate or high air pollution
index (API) had fatality rates 126 percent and 71 percent higher than locations with
low API.

Correlation and association between air pollution and SARS outbreak fatality in the People’s Republic of
China. Source: biomedcentral.com

So, why would we lower air quality standards when there is a direct relation between
poor air quality and higher COVID-19 under the guise of not causing stress to
companies?
“This policy beneEts polluters and polluters alone,” said Gina McCarthy, President of
the National Resources Defense Council, after her agency partnered up with various
organizations to sue the EPA. “During a pandemic that is hitting people with heart and
lung disease the hardest, it is senseless to push forward a ‘don’t ask, don’t tell’ policy for
polluters that will allow them to make our air and water dirtier without warning or
repercussion.”
Consider the statistics taken from the 2018 global warming report from the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC): driving and aviation make up 72
percent and 11 percent, respectively, of transport emissions. Transport makes up 23
percent of carbon emissions. Carbon emissions contribute 53 percent to global
warming, and that is without mentioning the other, just as toxic, non-CO2 greenhouse
gases.

We only know these numbers because they were reported under the regulatory
mandates the Trump administration is rolling back. And we have seen the pollutions
levesl drop because of the stay-at-home orders and the subsequent elimination of
unnecessary travel. Lack of reporting means lack of monitoring, which means millions
of pollution cases sinking under the radar, which means we might then be breathing in
and eating poison before we even realize. Pollution — air, water, and ground — may
become the next global crisis on our hands, and we don’t have the resources to Eght
another one while dealing with the coronavirus.

. . .

W

hich brings us to life after the pandemic. Right now we are at a critical
juncture, the knife-edge where every decision made could push us over into

life after the pandemic or life in the pandemic. The economy is at a standstill. Stock
markets have tumbled. Unemployment levels have soared to all-time highs. Many states
and businesses are eager to reopen and with summer on the horizon, many people are
looking forward to spending their vacations as they always have. When the pandemic is
over, and social distancing and shelter-at-home regulations are lifted once and for all,
the months, maybe years, of staying indoors will catch up to us and we may all be in a
rush to take those delayed vacations to Hawaii or Europe, go on those cruises to Mexico
or Alaska, or road trips to see Grandma and Grandpa.

If we try to hard to make up for lost time, we may be
right back where we started: every decade warmer
than the last, on a one-way trajectory to a rapidly
approaching dénouement.
Writing in New York Magazine, David Wallace-Wells, recently argued that coronavirus
should be viewed as “a test run for all the diseases that will be unleashed in the decades

ahead by warming.The virus is a terrifying harbinger of future pandemics that will be
brought about if climate change continues to so deeply destabilize the natural
world:crumbling ecosystems, collapsing habitats, rewiring wildlife, and rewriting the
rules that have governed all life on this planet for all of human history.”
David Quammen, the author of Spillover: Animal Infections and the Next Human
Pandemic, put it this way in recent New York Times Op-Ed: “We invade tropical forests
and other wild landscapes, which harbor so many unknown species of animals and
plants — and within those creatures, so many unknown viruses. “We disrupt
ecosystems and we shake viruses loose from their natural host. When that happens,
they need a new host. Often, we are it.”
Things need to change and we are lucky to live in a state that’s trying to push back
against the march of folly. According to The Hill, California did exactly that in
November of last year after Trump rolled back the state’s tailpipe emission waiver
under the Clean Air Act. We can also push for integration of clean energy technologies,
such as clean hydrogen adaption or the International Energy Agency’s CCUS (carbon
capture, utilization, and storage) solution, to replace our current ones and tilt
economies towards a more climate-friendly direction before emissions come roaring
back. Most of all, we can hold ourselves accountable and remember that the Earth is a
living organism.
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